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We value the use of technology and the need for today’s children to be proficient and intuitive users. At Phoenix House
International School (PH), technology, including hardware such as MacBooks and iPads, will be carefully employed in classrooms
as an additional learning tool when it enhances learning and develops computing skills.

iPad - Description
Pupils in Years 1-2 are required to bring an Apple iPad as part of the PH 1:1 programme. We have a pupil-owned model based on
the Mac operating system. This means that your child will need to own and bring their iPad to school each day, starting on their
first full day of school. Pupils must bring their iPad charger if necessary.

Laptop (MacBook Air) - Description
Pupils in Years 3-9 are required to bring an Apple MacBook Air computer as part of the PH 1:1 programme. We have a
pupil-owned model based on the Mac operating system. This means that your child will need to own and bring their MacBook Air
to school each day, starting on their first full day of school. Pupils must bring their MacBook Air charger if necessary.

If your child has an existing Apple MacBook computer (Years 3-9)  or iPad (Years 1-2), they can use this device, provided that it
has good battery life and is fast enough to use without frustration. We discourage devices older than the 2017 model, which lack
support for the latest operating system and new features, such as Bluetooth and AirPlay.

If you prefer to purchase a new device, we recommend

● Years 1-2
○ iPad (10.2-inch, 8th generation, Wi-Fi) with 128GB storage and Apple A12 Bionic chip. You may choose to get

a higher specification iPad.
● Years 3-9

○ MacBook Air (13-inch, 2020 model) with 256GB storage and Apple M1 chip with 8-core CPU, 7-core GPU,
16-core Neural Engine with 8GB unified memory. You may choose to get a higher specification MacBook
Air/Pro.

Repair, Maintenance, and Security
Repair, maintenance, and security of the devices are the responsibility of the pupil. Our recommendation is for families to inquire
about their property insurance coverage and make allowances as needed, to comprehensively cover their child’s device. Pupils
must ensure that their devices are fully charged for each school day.

Devices purchased with Apple Standard Care OR Applecare+
Devices purchased with Apple Standard Care or AppleCare+ that suffer hardware issues or damage, please visit an Apple Store
for help with recovery.

Software
Pupils should keep their devices  up to date with the latest operating system. Pupils will need to be able to install software
independently.

PH has purchased pupil licenses for many school-specific programs & educational applications. Most work is done in Google
G-Suite for Education (Google Docs, Sheets, Slides) on laptops. Pupils can also use the iWork software (Pages, Numbers,
Keynote) which comes free with a MacBook purchase, and is available to install on the App Store .

Purchasing
If your child does not already own a Mac device with the specifications recommended above, please purchase a MacBook Air
(Years 3-9) or iPad (Years 1-2) for your child at an Apple store or your preferred electronics retail stores. There is no discount
service available.

Missing Property
The pupil is responsible for the safe possession of their MacBook and other devices.

Warranty
We recommend the AppleCare+ Protection Plan to extend the one-year warranty to two years. This plan will provide you with
access to online tech support.
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Device Security - MacBooks
Parents (including Guardians) and PH can manage MacBooks. PH will set up two accounts for MacBooks. One account for pupils
and one parent account for access by PH admin, teachers, and parents.

For password management, we recommend that parents do not change the Guardian password that has been set up by PH.

**IMPORTANT PLEASE READ**
If the Guardian Password on a MacBook is changed without informing PH and the password is forgotten or lost, there will be a
need to perform a factory reset of the device and this may result in loss of pupil work stored on the device.

Date: May 2021
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